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But First I Caught a Monster
(Lemniscaat)
This is a short story.
Why short?
You need to go to sleep. The story is
about you. You went to sleep. End of
story.
Yes, but first I caught a monster.
A monster?
Just watch.
Monsters, soldiers, even more
monsters… Although his father wants to
end the story, this boy is always one
step ahead of him. It’s the perfect book
for every child for whom bedtime
stories are never long enough!

A short story
This is a short story.
Ask the children what a story is. When do we tell stories? Are stories ever read out loud?
Have the children ever told a story themselves? Well, they’re about to!
Take the book But First I Caught a Monster and look at the boy’s room. Choose an object and
let the children come up with a story involving it. As an extra challenge, tell them to put
themselves in the story.
Tip: use storytelling dice. These are dice with pictures on them. The children roll the dice and
tell a story using the pictures on the dice.

Caught!
I see… You caught a monster.
Draw monster eyes on a small ball. Get a parachute and stand around it with the children.
Throw the ball – the monster – on the parachute. Try to catch the monster by making it fall
through the hole in the parachute.
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The soldier
A soldier takes the monster away.
Make numbered cards with digits (1, 2 etc.) on them for half the children. For the other half,
make cards with visual representations of numbers on them, e.g. as seen on dice. Each digit
card now has a matching visual card. Distribute the cards. Half of the children are monsters.
They have a visual card. The other half are soldiers. They have a card with a digit on it. The
children walk around. The soldiers look for their monster: the monster with the visual card
that matches the number digit on their card. They arrest the monster and lead it to their place.
Variation: Use cards with letters on them (the children look for the same letter), letters and
words (the children with a letter look for children with a word that starts with that letter),
rhyming words, or pictures (the children look for the matching picture).

Lassoing monsters
I see… You caught even more monsters.
Use chalk to write letters or numbers on the ground in the playground. Draw small, simple
monsters around them. Give each child a piece of rope (a short jump rope). Name a letter or
number. The children look closely and if they see that letter or number, they ‘catch’ the
monster using their rope as a lasso.

The army
The army came to get all the monsters. The soldiers said: “This is enough, young man! It is
our job to catch monsters.”
Draw monsters on sheets of coloured paper and cut them out. Put a lasso on the floor and put
a number of monsters in it. Ask how many monsters the boy has caught. Add a monster and
ask how many there are now. Vary by changing the number of monsters each time, adding
one or removing one.

Even more monsters
As it turns out, the soldiers are actually monsters too.
Prepare hats, scarves, garbage bags, sheets, gloves and craft materials. Let the children turn
the garbage bags into monster bodies by cutting triangles out of paper and gluing them on the
bag as scales, cutting hair out of wool and gluing it in place, and folding paper springs out of
strips of paper and attaching them to the body as extra arms and legs. Cut holes in the bags so
that they can be worn as T-shirts. The children wear the monster bodies and dress up further
using the accessories you have prepared. Now they are real monsters! Take pictures of the
monsters.
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A monster prison
All monsters have been caught – the regular monsters and the soldier monsters!
Look in the book But First I Caught a Monster to see where the boy locked up the monsters.
Can the children think of anything in which the monsters could be locked up? The children
create monster prisons using craft materials or clay, or by drawing or colouring. Look at each
other’s monster prisons when you are done.

Escaped!
I see… All the monsters escaped.
The children pretend that they are monsters. They escape from monster prison and run around
the room. Give them instructions using orientation terms.
Suggestions:
- Dance on your chair.
- Hide behind a cupboard.
- Sit under a table.
- Kneel in front of your chair.
- Stand next to another monster.

The monsters caught you!
Uh Oh... I see. The monsters caught you.
Look in the book But First I Caught a Monster at the monsters who have caught the boy. Tell
the children that the monsters are hungry and want to eat one of them. Pretend that you are a
monster and say the name of one child, pronouncing the sound of each letter separately. The
child who hears their name hides under their chair as quickly as possible while you walk
towards them. Can you catch the child, or is the child too quick for the monster? The group is
allowed to help guess the child’s name.

The end!
But that’s not a fun ending! Can’t you catch the monsters just one more time?
All right then…
I caught the evil elves and Miss Pincher and ALL monsters.
Find the page in But First I Caught a Monster on which the boy has caught all the monsters
again. Look at the monsters and ask what monsters look like. What are the typical features?
(scales, long hair, sharp teeth, bright colours, claws, more than two eyes, spines, big tails,
feelers…)
The children draw their own monsters using black wax crayons. They colour their monsters in
with bright watercolours. Once the monsters have dried, cut them out. Hang up a rope in the
form of a lasso, or put it on the table. Hang or put the monsters in the lasso. Now they’ve been
caught!
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One more time
And was this the real end of the story? Yes, but now you need to read it to me again.
The boy is in bed, but he doesn’t feel like sleeping yet. He plays a game with the monster
under his bed. The boy comes up with something and the monster repeats after him.
Say a word and ask the children to repeat it. Make it more difficult by saying two or more
words, then (short) sentences.
Suggestions:
- monster
- bedtime
- lasso, soldier
- army, caught
- elf, Miss Pincher
- I caught a monster.
- A soldier took the monster away.
- The monsters are in prison.
- All monsters escape.
- This is the end of the story.

Lesson suggestions written by Anke van Boxmeer and Els van Dijck
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